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Abstract 

 
Dense traffic of metro cities been resulted in long idling time, lower average speed and frequent stops 
of the vehicles. Driving pattern/cycle of the vehicles like city buses, shuttle rickshaws, waste 
collection vehicles, school vans is far from standard Indian driving cycle conditions and resulted in 
very poor fuel economy, more pollutant emissions and longer trip duration. Application of 
regenerative braking system can improve performance parameters like acceleration, average speed, 
maximum speed, road-mileage and pollutant emissions of such vehicles. Moreover, a portion of 
recovered braking energy can be used to assist vehicle acceleration to reduce the total trip duration.  
This research work is oriented to carry out experimental instigation on the effects of the hydraulic 
regenerative braking system on vehicle performance having similar driving characteristics. Braking 
energy potential for the school van under actual driving conditions is predicted and analyzed.  Based 
on the analysis, components of a hydraulic regenerative braking system are designed for the school 
van. The experimental investigation is carried out under real road conditions to find the regeneration 
efficiency of the hydraulic regenerative braking system. The research also includes the effects of 
parametric variations like initial accumulator pressure, pump-displacement, initial braking speed and 
mass of the vehicle.   
The results show that the braking energy under actual city driving conditions is significantly higher 
compared to the braking energy under MIDC driving conditions. Application of a hydraulic 
regenerative braking system can regenerate a significant amount of braking energy. The regeneration 
efficiency of the hydraulic regenerative braking system improves while reducing initial accumulator 
pressure. The regeneration efficiency improves significantly while increasing pump displacement, the 
vehicle mass and initial braking speed. 
This PhD Thesis would be useful for identification of the critical parameters for observation to obtain 
brake energy regeneration potential for any vehicle. Procedures followed during the study help to design 
and select important components for a regenerative braking system for other vehicles. 
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